Erik,

Below are the excerpts for euphonium and tuba!

Isaac Andrew

**Euphonium**
Roman Carnival Overture - Berlioz (bracketed)  (Slow, higher, rhythmically complex)
Invictus - Karl King (take 2nd endings)  (Articulate, fast)

**Tuba**
Stars and Stripes Forever (opening) - Sousa  (High or low, technical)
Stars and Stripes Forever (dogfight) - Sousa  (Technical, midrange)
Symphony 1, mvt. 3 - Mahler  (soft & higher, lyrical)

Music
Roman Carnival Overture - play bracketed section

Invicuts: all, take 2nd endings
Mahler, Symph 1, mvt 3: all

Stars and Stripes Forever: all, play lower octave

March, “The Stars and Stripes Forever” (Sousa)